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About This Game

"The game’s flow from challenge to discovery is a masterwork for the genre ..." - Ars Technica

Escape Goat 2 is a puzzle platformer game where you use machinery, the environment, and a friendly mouse to progress
through a dungeon.

Overview: None have overcome the Stronghold of Toragos... will you be the first goat to do so? Escape Goat 2 is the follow-up
to the critically-acclaimed 2011 indie game, featuring more than double the content: larger rooms, HD graphics, dynamic

lighting, and a host of devilish new traps.

Pick your path through the massive Stronghold, divided into ten unique zones. Worry not, brave Goat, for you have a friend on
this mission: Your immortal mouse familiar can crawl to otherwise unreachable areas, to hit switches and distract enemies. Use

your wits, reason, reflexes and courage to overcome each room, and save your friends from an eternal slumber...
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 Over 100 rooms of puzzles, traps, and sheeply lore

 With destructible and movable walls, the rooms take on many forms as you manipulate hidden machinery to reach the
exit

 Fully hand-drawn, hi-def art and animation, brought to life with a custom lighting engine

 Epic 90's Redbook Audio soundtrack, featuring guest track by Disasterpeace (composer, FEZ)

Listen to the soundtrack!
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Title: Escape Goat 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MagicalTimeBean
Publisher:
Double Fine Presents
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP Service Pack 2

Processor: 1.8 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/S 4xx, Intel 4000 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Uses XNA HiDef; DX9

English
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very well built and balanced game, 10/10 would recommend to my grandma. Cute little game, but no different from the several
free flash games except it isn't free, and it uses a meme to increase popularity. Good way to waste time yes, worth buying no..
So I got this game in december 2017 and game is still not finished (January 2019). I like to refer to call this as bag of crisps
RTS, by the meaning of that it has the graphics and visual quality that gets pretty epic,especially when you use cinematic
camera,but it has simplified water down game play that might disappoint those who are looking for a more tactical approach,
also there is a lack of maps when it comes to skirmish and multi-player is none existent, although that can't be helped due to the
collapse of game-spy, otherwise It is pretty impressive visual wise and I recomend this game if you want something to talk about
at lunch break at work.. FREE TO♥♥♥♥♥. There is no game underneath the achievements. These achievement games are
complete trash.. Unfortunately, much as I wish I could recommend this, I didn't enjoy my time, despite the soothing atmosphere
and generous hint system. The story never clicked with me, and I found the puzzles relied too much on intuiting the designer's
intentions. Even after figuring out the solution for many, I could point to other interpretations that seemed equally valid.

The visuals are soothing, but so much of the game is shrouded in mist that it was confusing to navigate. Unfortunately, this one
is a miss for me.
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brands is fantastic....the mk1 escort is awesome too.
all this game needs now is a class leading multiplayer with proper rewards...and a penalty system.
apart from that,this dlc is worth every penny.. Really bad game.
Graphics and sounds sucks, I feel like I ride an electric saw and my eyes are burning...
Maniability sucks and the gameplay is so poor...
Don't buy it.
Please refund !

Très mauvais jeu.
Un supplice pour les yeux et les oreilles : des graphismes dépassés, le bruit du moteur semblable à une scie électrique...
Une maniabilité médiocre et un gameplay pauvre...
Aucun intérêt.
Je voudrais qu'on me rembourse.. Cute little game, but kinda meh.. I've been using this to convert my photos to 3D objects to
share on facebook. So far it works, the only downside is that each object takes a really long time to process. Hopefully one day
the dev team will find a way to optimize the algorithms to process the images faster. Overall I am satisfied with the product and
recommend anyone who has an interest in transforming real life images to 3D to give the demo a try.. This is something you see
here: www.itch.io
Sometimes you see something better there
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